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COLLECTING : CONSERVATION PART I

Ron Abbey, a former editor of Morocco Bound, has drawn on his years as a bookseller, book distibutor, publisher and
author to contribute the_following article on a subject dear to us all. Rather than lose aword of his considerable wisdom,
it will be published in tv)o parts.

knowledge. Firmly rooted languages, religions and societies
have been eliminated by the methodical destruction of
their books. Marxists, Christians and Jews have survived
because their books survived. Ifthe Christian Church had
determined to destroy Jewish books with the vigour that
they applied to those ofthe Gnostics and other "heretical"
sects, they would have been considerably more successful
in obliterating the Jewish people than all the Fascist
attempts at genocide. We need not wonder at mankind's
purpose in conserving books. It is abundantly clear that a
well preserved book is still the finest and safest repository
for knowledge.
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The act ofconservation, whether the object is a tree or its
by-product, a book, depends firstly, upon acquisition. Just

as there are millions oftrees that must be saved, so there are

millions of books which need to be saved. Yet, so much
money end effort must be expended in their conservation
that we are eternally faced with the problem of choice.
Which books are "they" or "we" going to conserve?

We wish to preserve books ftom damage, misuse and
eventual loss. Ihe loss ofa tree results in loss ofan object
ofgreat beauty but the loss of a book may mean loss of vital
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Computers can store knowledge in ways which books

cannot. But their stocks of facts can be obliterated with the
press of a switch. Indeed, no knowledge is so vulnerable
rN that stored in a so-called memory bank. Control of a
computer "memory" may, one day, mean control of the

world's destiny. Yet it will be a tenuous authonty.

Books have always been difficult to destroy and the

conservation of books ranks as one of the greatest
responsibilities ever assumed by mankind. Our prime
difficulty is to determine which books are worth the

considerable and costly effort ofsaving.

In the English language alone, there are almost 160,000
new titles and editions published every year. The history
of "the book" can never merely be the history of literature
or of our judgement of it; the story of "the book" is as much
about its survival as an object as its creation as an art or a
written work of genius. The earlie st form of book once cost
the equivalent ofa person's annual income. Today a useful
edition of Homer may be purchased by almost anyone,
anywhere in the world, for the equivalent of hal f-an-hour's
labour.

To complicate our search for and determination of the
books most worth preservhg we must wlderstand that man
is a thinking animal and, because ofthat, a subjective one.

Every person is unique. But every book is unique and many
are rare. Lrke their owners very few are, or ever were, in
mint condition. Great people cannot be collected. Great
books can be and since they have the elements of self-
destruction contained in their manufacture, their
preservation and selection will involve our energy and
ingenuity for ever more.

Once the problem ofselection has been solved (the criteria
employedare best left toanotheroccasion), the conservator
soon discovers that books divide into two categories; new
ones and used or second-hand. The newest books will, like
other objects, survive because we will more easily care for
them. The others mayhave reached a conditionwhere their
disintegration is nigh.

The great libraries ofthe world did not, nor do they, obtain
their fabulous collections from the spending oftax-payers'
money on new books - as they pour from the printers'
presses. Quite the contrary: most library acquisitions
originate on a collector's shelf, shelves in a roomful or a
mansion-full ... then the University of Texas Librarian is
charmed to receive the book as a bequest. Ifbequests are

not forthcoming, then librarianshave to dig deep and spend
their (ever diminishing) book budgets. All of the great

libraries were founded by bequests derived from deceased

collectors' personal libraries. Many of the very finest
books have been added to those libraries by small gifts
from the rich, the poor (but literate) and from booksellers
and bibliophiles in every walk of life. Books begin their
conservation on our shelves, yours and mlne.
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Conservators ofbooks may be bookbinders, paper restorers,
collectors, librarians, philanthropists, publishers or a child
who merely treasured a copy of Norman Lindsay's The

M agi c P ud ding (a book which, in sound and fine condition,
fetches about $1,000 in the auction room). The essential
term in that statement is condition.

The need to preserve our day-to-day book purchases has
been stressed in these and many other pages. From the day
of a book's publication the volumes pass through many
hands before they arrive in the care ofpeople who intend
to preserve any. Much of the excitement of collecting,
indeed, derives from our uncertainty ofa book's commercial
as well as its intrinsic literary value. Yet, none of us
become permanent owners. We are, all of us, only
custodians. The longerthe book lives, the more custodiurs
it will have in its life. The responsibility of that custody
weighs and must weigh heavily upon us. The rarer the
book, the greaterthe reqponsibility. This discussion concerns
old, antique or antiquarian books but especially the raxe

and collectable ones. When The Magic Pudding was
published it occurred to few buyers ofthat little gem to
preserve it. Collectors ofjuvenilia do so partly because

children are neither instinctive conservators ofbooks nor
of much else. Copies of The Magic Pudding in mint
condition are extremely rare - and rarity is what collecting
and conservation are about. Collecting ls conservation, but
conservation does ro, simply mean adding another book to
one's collection.

To be continued. Ron Abbey,
Glenquarry NSW.

SUBSCRIPTION RENEWALS FOR 1994

The Annual Subscriptions to the NSW Guitd of
Craft Bookbinders Inc. for 1994 tall due on
1 October 1993 and a subscription renewal notice
is inserted loosely with this issue of Morocco
Bound. The Subscription rates set are:

MEMBERSHTP FEES
Ordinary membership $28.00
Family membership $33.00

USE OF RALPH LEWIS WORKSHOP
Full Year
Half Year
Per Session

$55.00
$35.00

$6.00
The Guild is pleased to advise that it is now possible to

acceF subscriFions fiom overseasmembersbyperscmal

cheques drawn on overseas banls in that county's
curency. If ycnr wish to avail younelf of these

arrangements, the following rates ae applicable, but

the option to pay in $Ausralian remains:

Ordinary Mail Economy Airmail
New Zealand NZ$37.50 NZ$39.50
United Kingdom GBPI3.50 GBPI5.00
USA and Canada US$22.00 US$24.00
RSA R65.00 R72.00
Netherlands G35.00 G38.50
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A BINDERY ABROAD

August 1993

Enid Street has been a member of the New South lYales Guild of Craft Bookbinders since its earliest days. Like many

o.f the members, she came to the Guild after four or "five years in the weekly craft courses at Sydney Technical College.

Enid's love o.f boolu is re-flected inthe charming bindings she creates inher ownwell equipped workshop, and in her attitude

towardsthe Guildwhere she is alwayswillingto attendworl<shops, to contibuteto anexhibitionor,inthis case, to ouriournal.

During a trip to New Zealand in April 1993, my husband,

John, and I were able to visit the Canterbury Public Library
in Christchurch. Centrally located and well attended, it has

the largest reader-borrower rate of any New Zealand
library. One wonders why? Is it the climate, the location
or the ffee quarterly magazlne Book Markwhich contains
lists of new books and cntical reviews.

By appointment we visited the Library's bindery, which is
now located in the suburb of Linwood, and were greeted by
the Maruger, David Lawrie. The bindery has a staffofnine
full-time and two part-time binders, and is a large building
on a level area with north facing windows. The extensive
car park is much appreciated by the staff after the lack of
such facilities in the city. We were impressed with the light
and space, so different from many old dark binderies. Each
binder has his or her own partitioned work area with a

bench press on a shelfoutside the unit entrance. Restoration
and conservation of library stock is the work function. We
saw selected paperbacks being bound intohardcoverbooks,
the reboundbooks cloth coveredwith the original paperback
cover being attached to the new front board. Fibre-glass
tape strips were applied to strengthen the end papers. Many
old presses were in use together with some modern steel
ones, not attractive in the antique sense, but functional. A
pneurnatic press was being used for multiple pressings.

In his own bindery, David has a Marshall gold stamping
machine with a platen modified by him for stamping spine
panels. The rectangular block can be swung aside to give

access and clear vision. Hand sewing is practised and hot
animal glue, purchased in large sheets, is used for all
rebacking. The stocks of material were impressive, cloth
is purchased from Canada, some leathers from Parkinson

a:rd Mam in Sydney and board is purchased by the ton.

David was in the process of restoring a valuable book about
pigeons, published around 1880. It was beautifully
illustrated in colour, bound in full leather and protected by
a slip case. He is responsible for an immensely busy

bindery, believes that books should be read, not locked
away and that the public should be able to handle them. As
we were leaving, David commented that, some years ago,
New Zealand binders hadattempted to form a guild. This
still has not yet happened although there is now an active
Association of Book Crafts. Binders are scattered
throughout the country at universities, schools and
institutions, and have found meetings difficult to arrange.

The only training available for those wishing to have a
career in binding, is a four year apprenticeship course in
Auckland.

I reflected on how fortunate we are in Sydney to have a
Guild with a well equipped workshop where we can meet

and work, and a journal to air our views, not to mention the

many skilled members who are always ready to assist

others. We were most appreciative of the welcome,
interest and time given to us by David at his bindery.

Enid Street,
Middle Cove NSW.

The bindery at the Canterbury Public Libraray, Chri.stchurch, New Zealand. Manager David Lawie with Enid Sffeet.

Photo: John A Street
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TYPOGRAPHY FOR BOOKBINDERS

August 1993

June McNicol, Secretary of the Queensland Bookbinders Guild since itsfoundation in 1977, has again contibuted an
interesring, well researched article which must be useful to all those binders confused by the design of type and the many
point sizes. As a metallurgist, teaching at the University of Queensland, she is well qualified to set us on the ight path
when searchingfor the colTect "sizzle" on the blocking press!

No matter how good you are at covering books, the time
comes when a title is necessary, and this often raises
problems with equipment. The coward's way is to use

transfer letters, but these may rub ofl and the expensive
unused letters in a set cease being adhesive after a short
time. Eventually you will have to use metal type, either in
a typeholder or blocking press or as handle letters, and this
article is intended to introduce the beginner to some
typefounders' terminology in order to demystify a
fascinating craft.

I will fust deal with lead based type as used by printers
because there is (or was, until the advent of computerised
typesetting) a much wider range ofdesigns and sizes in this
than in any other metals such as brass.

The two common varieties of lead based printers' type used
by bookbinders are foundry type and monotype, though
they are both made in the same way by casting individual
letters in moulds. Foundry type dates back many hundreds
of years and is what was used for printing all books before
about 1800. The individual letters are used, resorted and
used time and time again, so the lead alloy has to be fairly
hard to resist wear.

Monotype is made as individual letters in a Monotype
casting machine, used once for a single print run, and then
melted down for recasting. Its advantage over foundry type
is that the letters are always fresh and sharp, but because
they are of limited life, the lead alloy does not have to be
so hard and the letters are more easily damaged.
Unfortunately for bookbinders, monotype is more easily
available tha:r foundry type and has to be used over and
over, so that much care must be taken to prevent damage.

I will not discuss other forms of type such as linotype and
intertype in which whole lines oftype are cast in one piece,
as these are of limited use for bookbinders.

The design of type, or typeface, is the same for both
foundry and monotype, and the two most popular categories
for bookbinders are Roman and ^tazs. Roman type is
characterised by little curved strokes or serifs at the ends
of the letters. (Figwe 1).

Morocco Boundis printed throughout in Roman type, and
tlrc serifs are particularly obvious in the large sized capital
letten. Ifthe letten do rnt have serifs, they are called sansei-f
(wrthout serifs) orjust sans. Sans is bestus€d formodembooks,
whereas Roman is appropriate for bmks of all ages. A
particular type design is usually produced in a family of
related typefaces for printing. If the letters slope to the
right, they are termed ilalic. If the strokes ofthe letters are
thinner or thicker than usual, they are termed /rglrr or bol d.
Ifthey are squashed up or stretched out, they are termed
condensed or extended. (Figure 2).

ABCDE ABCDE
Medium Medium ltalic

ABCDE
Light

ABCDE ABCDE
Condensed Extended

Figure 2.

These are all Helvetica (Sans)

Not all these faces are suitable for book titling because they
are designed purely for printing on paper. A light face can
well disappear if the strokes are too thin, whereas the
strokes of a bold face such as the letterun can all run
together, particularly if it is in a condensed form. Most
bookbinders prefer a slightly condensed face in order to
accommodate large titles on a spine. It is a common
experience that a title in the most suitable type you have is
one letter wider than the spine!

o f rrvrr.--

: l$ourorr

ABCDE
Bold

Now to look at the individual
pieces of type. Figure 3 shows
two pieces offounders'type and
the names ofthe pafi s. The body
is the part from the feet to the
flat top from which the letter
rises. The vertical surface at the
front is the belly, and the
conesponding one behrnd is the

back.STEREO
Roman

Figure l.

Sibelius
Sanserif

Figure 3.

The parts of type

-t
lYPt

xiloxI,trlii.

In the belly is a set ofgrooves ofvarious shapes and sizes
known as the nick. This makes it easy to tell which way up

24
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the letter should be - not always easy with an O for instance,

so when you have set up your line oftype, check that there
is a continuous line of nicks. In foundry type, the nick ts
characteristic ofthe particular type face to simplify sorting,
but as monotype is not intended to be sorted, there is
usually just the same single line for all faces.

These days,type heiglrtis sturdardin Englishspeaking countries-

this was not always the case - and is fixed at 0.91 8 inch.

Type sizes are measured it'tpoints,one point being I/r,nd of
an inch. It should be carefully noted that the point size of
the type is the distance from the belly to the back, and is not
necessarily the size ofthe letter as it appears on the paper.

This fact can lead to a lot of confusion about type sizes,

becaue what we see is the impression of the letter.

Letters of type consist of the whole alphabet,
both capital (upper case) and small (lower
case) letters, plus numbers and an assortment
of punctuation marks. These constitute a fount
(pronomcedpnt), and a part of a fount is a
sort. Each letter or other character has to be

accornmodated on the top face of the body.
Lower case letters have a common height
called an x height, though the letters b, l,.f etc

luve ascenders above the line and the letters g,
j, .y etc have descenders below the line. Hence
the point size is the x-height, plus ascender and
descender. (Figure 4).

e

Figure 1.

Thi.s is a 30pt Roman t.vpe

The proportion ofascender and descender to x-
height is governed only by the style ofthe type.
and is one ofthe factors that drstinguish a type
style. The upper case letters consist ofthe x-
height plus ascender, so there is always a

shoulder below the bottorn ofthe letter. Ifthe
x-height is large and the ascenders and
descenders are small, then the upper case letters
will appear to be small with a large shoulder on
the Ope body. This means that the upper case

letters in any type size can vary considerably,
and it is impossible to estinlate the point size
just by looking at the size of the upper case

letters. This is illustrated in Figure 5 - both sets

of examples are in 3 6 point, but as the x-heights
are different, the upper case letters are also
different in sizes.

MOROCCO BOUND August 1993

Figure 6 shows Elizafu than md B emb wbtchare both l4point.
Sometimesthe ascenders are higherthan the ryper case letters,

which makes the capital letters particulady small.

ELIZ BEMBO
Figure 6.

The point system of measurement superseded the old

irrational English system where sizes had romantic names

such as Minikin, Diamond, Brevier and Pica, and now,
with the advent of computerised typesetting, it too is being
superseded by direct measurement in millimetresor inches.

The smallest type used today is usually 6 point, and the

largest monotype is 72 point, as in Figure 7.

Thir pr6 rhorr rpccihen. o[cuion Old F.<c ln,la. [nging from 6 polnt to ;l polnt. Thir ferc
rrr cut-in r;rr b, williaE C!lor\ rho hld bccn rn cnSnvcr of thc alo.Lt 3hd banelr of gunr.

Itr rppcama rurked thc md of thc rupmrcT in England of Contincntel typc daigaen
et founden. C:slon Old Fecc ir a gpc of acellot modertion end good proportion.

The ascenders and descenders are not. unusually long nor are they
unusually short, and Caslon can be described as a face of average

or medial line. From the foundry started by William Caslon

in I-ondon at the beginning of the eightecnth century

6 Pt.

8 Pt.

ro pt.

rIPt.
r2 Pt.

r 4 pt. nearly every other English foundry of importance

r6 pt. rvas derived in one way or another, and the

r8pt. Caslon Letter Foundry itself continued in

2+pt. existence until r 9 37 , when it

3oP' was merged with that of
36p, Stephensofl, Blake
+2P, which also owes

48p, itsorigintothe
6cp, Caslon
jzP,housc.

Figure 7.

A poge ofCu.slon Io show the progression of4tpe sizes

from 6 point to 72 point

Figure 5
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Bookbinders usually find that sizes lrom l2 point to 18

point are the most useful for spine titles, with maybe 24
point for short words, though ofcourse thts depends on the

size ofthe book and the type style.

The width of type is measured in sers or set points which
have the same value as vertical points. The set oftype is
not of much interest to bookbinders except when it comes
to considering spaces. Spaces are pieces oftype metal, the
sarne point size as the fount, but less than type height so that
they do not make an impression. They are used to separate

words, or letters in words and come in various widths. In
foundry type, the unit space is an em quad, familiar to
crosswords fans, and as it is the same width as the type size,
it is square. Other spaces are fractions ofthese; an en quad
is a hall andthirds, quarters and fifths are available. The
thinnest is a hair space which is half or one point thick.
Extra wide spaces are blocks oftwo, three or four em quads.

Monotype spaces are slightly different.

These spaces are very useful for bookbinders using a

blocking press or even a hand chase where they are used to
separate words and fill in the ends of lines in the chase.

Curiously, with brass type, it is usually advisable to put a
hair space between letters with adjacent vertical strokes
such as ML and UB otherwise they look too close, but with
lead type this is rarely necessary.

In a blocking press it is necessary to have gaps between the
lines oftype, and these are provided by long strips oftype
metal, the same height as eru quads, and varying in
thickness. Those from one to four points thick are called
leads (pronounced leds), and from six to twelve points
clumps,larger than these are quotations, and larger still is
furniture usually girder shaped or hollow to save weight.

In desigrung titles, one normally allows the height of the
letters betweenthe lines, so leads ofvariousthicknesses are
very important. However, one should remember that if
using (say) 1 8 point type, the leads should be less than I 8

point to allow for the height ofthe shoulder.

What has been said above also applies to brass type, which
fortunately has the same type height as lead type, so the two
cur be mixed indiscriminately. Brass type has the advan-
tage ofbeing harder and having a higher melting point than
lead type. As it is designed specifically for bookbinders,
it ismuchmoredeeply cutsothatit cansink intosoft leather
without "filling in" between the strokes.

Examination of lead type shows that either the sides of the
letters are heavily bevelled, or else they are built on a little
platform to support the face so that the further the type is
pressed into a soft surface, the more bluned and spread out
the letter becomes. Because it is much stronger, brass type
can be cut with more vertical sides so that even deep
impressions are quite sharp. (Figure 8).
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Brass

Figure 8.

Handle letters are cut in the same way as brass type, but
only the very small sizes have a shoulder - usually only one
or two points to make the letters more substantial. They
also have the "nick" on the back ofthe letter, because as one
sights down that pa.rt, it is easy to check that it is in the
correct orientation.

The difference in melting points between the two alloys is
quite important. Foundry and monotype both melt at
239'C. Thismay seem very low, andbookbindersare often
worried about overheating and melting the type. Alu-
minium and gold foils melt at about 90-100'C, whilst egg
and BS glaire are activated well below 100'C. The "slight
sizzle" beloved by gold toolers is onlyjust above 100'C,
so there is no need to overheat and risk melting the type.
Nevertheless, because lead types are close to their melting
points, they are even softer and weaker at 100'C than at
room temperature, so hot lead type should be treated with
respect and not used under too much pressure. If the
pressure is excessive, not only will the type face be bluned,
but the type, particularly for the smaller letters, will
actually bend and the next time it is used with unbent type,
the letters will not be aligned conectly. This does not apply
to brass type which loses hardly any strength and hardness
at 100"C because its melting point is 900'C.

One cannot leave the subject of type without mentioning
yet another alloy - Mazak - a mixture of zinc and magne-
sium which melts at 453 ' C. It is very much harder than lead
type and withstands heat and pressure much better. It is a

lot cheaper than brass type, but unfortunately, comes in a
restricted range ofnot very atffactive faces, mostly sans. It
is widely used in industry for stamping gold foil.

I have acquired much ofthis information from observation
and experience (some very frustrating) as I started book-
binding knowing nothing at all about type. Those with a
better grounding in this sphere will f,rnd omissions and
inaccuracies, and I would be grateful for any additions
which would make an introduction to typography easier

and more comprehensive for raw beginners.

Further reading:

Mclean, Ru ari. Typograplry. Thames and Hudson, 1980.

Jennet, Sean. The Making ofBooks Faber & Faber, 1956.

June McNicol,
Queensland.

M\
f--l

Lead
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No doubt rnost members have been conflonted with the
age-old problem of "laced-on boards" that have become
loose or have parted cornpany with the book completely.
In rnost cases the cords or slips have broken off level with
the shoulder of the book. and rather than contemplate the
daunting prospect of pulling the book down completely
and re-sewing on new cords, a rnethod I have found
successful rnay offer an altentative.

Bourd:; u,ilh ltroktn ctrds

After selecting a cord or strards similar in thickness to the
ones used in the original book, draw them over a lunrp of
beeswax four or five tirnes. This protects the strallds to a
degree fiorn acids that ntay be in the paste when replacinrr
the boards later. Uruavel the strands u,ith a fine bodkrn to
a length of about twelve centilnetres. then lay the strzurds
down upon a flat nretal surface. (even a piece of f'lat tin-
plate will tlo) and with the back ol'a knife scrape or card the
strands lightly and quickly r,rntil the ends appear sott atrd
hairlike.

Dip the end into the glue pot and draw tlff the excess slue
tlrrough your fingers, bringing the ends ofthe strands into
a fine point. Aller a nlinute or two. lay the strands flat on
the bench and roll smooth with the palrn, whilst pulling the
strand away from your hand. You may u,ish to make a ferv
ofthese "string needles" as I call thern. orj ust rnake enough
forthejob in hard. The strings nlustnow be left to dry hard
overnight.

After rernoving as much of the old lining matenal as

possible, the book now needs to be placed in a lying press

between two old pressing boards covered in plastic sheeting.
This protects the first and last pages from any excess
moistwe. Next, a liberal coating ofthin paste is applied to
the spine and left to soften any remaining paper and glue.
I usually lift off the headbands (providing they are not the
sewn-on variety) and soak them in hot water to rernove any
paper and glue. Dry them and reuse them later on.

Whilst the spine is being softened by the paste, soak some
wads of cotton wool in very hot water, squeeze out any
excess water and lay them on the grooves containing the
broken cords. Because some papers in old books are very
absorbent, care must be takeu not to have the wads too wet,
otherwise the moisture will soak through into the imer
margins of the pages. The wads should be reheated from
time to time until the old glue in the grooves has become
very soft. Any rernaining glue can now be scrubbed off
using a soft nail brush and a hot, darnp cloth. The book is
taken out of the press and knocked vigorously to Jhe
fbredge to nrake the spine nice and flat. Replace the book
in the press and. using a fine sharp bodkin, start to lift the
old cord out fionr between the sewn sections.

,Softening glue y'ith hot v'ads o.f cotton wool
und remtntn{ the old tord.s with a hodkin.

When enough of the old cord has been exposed. grasp the
end with a pair of pliers and gently pull the old stnng out.
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ONE METHOD OF ATTACHING BOARDS

August 1993

We ure pleused to puhlish another article b, Vic Anderson, the Head Binder at the Dkon Library, University of New
England, Armidale, NSW. Vic: h-as apprentit:ed as a binder at the Regi.strur'(jeneral's Department, Sydney, later taught
attheSydneyTechnical College,wasbrieflvwithllalsteadPress,thenmovedtotheDixoninl9Tl. Accordingtoour
previctu.t hiographicul note.s, Vi(.: i,s involved in much more than restoration and repair in his bus1, pro.fessional li"l"e, but
is alwuys willing to wek'ome u fellow binder to the Lihrar,v.

ffi-:-::.\
I ..-wil

[l'rtItirtttt'irtt! ttII r rtt LIt '.r'tIh pltersRolling thc Ltyd into a point
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Using a thin knitting needle llightly oiled) insert it through
frorn one side to the other using a gentle twtshng motion and
making sure that you have gone under every sewing thread.

Inserting knitting needle into groove.

Withdraw the knitting needle gently and insert the "string
needle" through the opening. Pliers may be needed to pull
the string right through.

Pulling "sting needle" through book.

FOR SALE

BOARD CUTTER Hand operated, table mounted, with
clamp fitted with a rope loop for foot operation. Overall
dimensions l220mm x 760mm having a cutting width of
540mm and an adjustable gauge up to 280mm.
Price $450 collected Sydney; packing and freight extra.
PAPER CUTTER Fland operated, table mounted,6l0mm
cut. Price Sl00 collected Sy&rey packingandfieight extra.

Enquiries: RowleyCorbett (02) 665 1097.

NIPPING PRESS Iron, 370mm x 255mm platen with
l50mm daylight Platens have just bear grourd. Price $300
collected Sydney. For $20 extr4 the Guild will deliver to a
nominated renovals firm for cafiage to their intentate depot,
with freight payable on receipt.

Enquiries: Michael Mathew (02) 498 3522,
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Then cut off the strings to the desired length. Whilst the
spine is still damp, the book can be gentlyworked back into
shape, re-rounded, backed and left to dry before moving
onto the next stage.

Book now ready to be re-laced into boards.

This method can also be used for books that are not to be
laced on, but instead the end strands frayed out, trimmed
and pasted onto the new endpaper and, in yet another
method, simply frayed out, glued and folded back down
onto the spine.

Vic Anderson,
Armidale NS\4'.

BACK COPIES

The Guild is pleased to supply back copies of Morocco
Bound at $5 each, posted. Check your set now and see if
you need any copies to complete it.
Vol. 8 No. 3/4 comprises a joumal and a supplement (The

Canisius College Tool Collection), each counting as an

issue. Vol. l0 No. 4 includes the index to Vols. I to 10.

Pnnted copies are in stock of almost all issues from March
1987 (Vol. 8 No. l), when the present format started to
evolve. Copies ofearlier issues often need to be supplied
as photocopies.

Cheque with order, please, payable to the NSW Guild of
Craft Bookbinders Inc. and addressed to:

The Secretary
NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders
P.O. Box 1110
ROZELLE NSW 2039.

I
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MAKINGA GUSSETED

Recently I acquired a guide book, secondhand and battered
of coulse, but complete with maps inserted into a
GUSSETED end pocket. But how to make zuch a pocket
*6.o lg6inding?

The time honoured method of "take apart gently and

inspect" was followed, and I now offer the following
routine to help other members faced with zuch an exercise.
Materials: light bookcloth

oversize endpaper.
1. Frst make a conventionrl endpaper for the back ofthe

book of whatever3tyle you choose, but with the leaf to be

past€d to the back cover board, ofextra width and height,
as shownbelow. The desiredpocketwidth shouldbe about
2/rrds of the page width.

P.scwdth---+]
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END POCKET

Fhp foldcd

AA

EE

J. R. N.

Diagron 5.

I L The gusseted rear pocket is obviously much thicker
then the endpaper closer to the ryine. My sample had no

stub, only a compensating section in the book block to

offset thrs (it could be so done by making the last section
the same), andwhen casrng in.Ihad161a5"n packing inthe
pocket and pack the non-pocketed portion to get adequate
pressure distnbution on the rea cover.

The pocket is a little larger th*n the endpaper, aad hence
protrudes into the squ:tres. If this 3 problem, then the

endpaper has to be cut down a linle to compensate for the

fold and fold AB has to be brougbt slightly closer to the

spine.

As usrai, a paper template beips o see uAa to do. Good luck!

)lichael Mathew,
Gordon, NSW.

unds

t+
l"l__

J /a,Y D [------------------ r=45'
p b=75'

Diagra n 4-

6. Fold under (fonvard) at AA BB.
7. Fold back at CC, DD.
8. Fold forward at EE, FF. Tbese folds form the gusset.

There is no gusset onthe outside edge, an4 ifthe papers to
be inserted are thin enough, the gusset cr" be omitted.
9. Fold under at AB and paste light bookcloth to endpaper
(cover side).
10. Paste tabs G and H and fold rmder endpaper, causing

the gusset to fold inwards.

!9
€
oE

d-

I

Y
30mm----f
I
I

L

*
30mm

. JrR.rV
Dcrircd Pockat
Width - lOmm

Diagmm l.
2. Fold the light bookcloth and paste the edge over as

shown below.

Matcrral Frce

Diagmm 2.

3. Paste light bookcloth to the endpaper as shown, but
leave unpasted the 15mm fold-over

E=l

BB

FF

J.RN. I L-,r.. Unpsted

Diagram 3.

4. Fold the endpaper at what would have been the normd
page edge. (AB below;
5. Cut laminated endpaper flap/light bookcloth as shown.
Note tha the corner is just trimmed off slightly.
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A LETTER FROM SPAIN

August 1993

Jennifer Storey is a mentber of the NSW Guild now living in England.The long holiday she recently took in Spain has
resulted in this article and some lively letters. We hope to hear more from her soon!

Recently, in Valencia I had the great pleasure of meeting
Seflor Jose Angel Alvarez Alpuente, Owner/lvlanager of
Encuadernaciones Alvarez. (A bookbinder in Spain is quite
a mouthful - "Encuadernador".) An elegant, energetic
and enthusiastic encuadernador, Sr Alvarez showed me
around his bindery, located near the city centre, introduced
me to his staff of five and his equally enthusiastic and
friendly Assistant Manager, and also let me examine about
100 other special books he keeps in a strongroom behind
the workshop. This collection is made up of fine-bindings
he has made, one by one over the years, whenever he

had the time. All of them have slip-cases or boxes, some
of which are works of art in themselves. Some special
ones that come to mind are:

A Book on Minerology, the spine and cover of which
are tooled in four metals - gold, silver, copper and
aluminium. Inset into a shallow box in the front cover
is a slice of beautiful agate which can be illuminated
from beneath with six tiny lights connected to a flex
which runs through a small hole inside the front cover.
(This particular book was especially set up like this
for display.) Another was Historia del Mueble (History
of Furniture) - the cover is bound in three different
brown leathers (inlay and onlay) in a patchwork style,
one of these leathers being ostrich skin, which has a
very unusual texture.

There was a moment's confusion as the word "ostrich"
wasn't in my Spanish vocabulary, but Sr Alvarez helped
out with a rather extraordinary piece of miming and I
got the message! A colour photograph of this binding
can be seen on page 72 of "Encuadernadores
Valencianos", an interesting book presented to the Guild
as a gift by Seflor Alvarez. Another worth mentioning is
a photograph album in Art Nouveau style, bound in four
different coloured leathers, one laid over the other, then
cuty away to reveal the desired colour beneath, rather
like reverse applique. One or two extra colours were
on-laid. An extravagant way to bind!

Valencia has a tradition ofhand-crafted book binding going
back 700-800 years, brought over to Spain originally by
the Moors and kept alive through the centuries by a

succession of luminaries such as Abunohamed (13th
century), Juan de Albis (l4th century), Domingo Sala
and Francisco Senant (15th century), Gabriel Cordero,
Gabriel Hernandez and Juan Mey (16th century), Juan
Lorenzo Cabrera and Jeronimo de Vilagrasa (17th century)

and so many notables in the lSth and 19th centuries it
is not possible to list them all here. There is evidence of
an important school of calligraphers in Valencia, dedicated
to making copies of the Koran as early as 1095, but a

continuous tradition of bookbinding, leather and
vellum-making begins in the 13th century with
Abunohamed, mentioned above.

The printing press was introduced to Valencia it 1472,
roughly about the time the first guilds were formed,
dividing the various artisans related to book-making into
separate guilds for leather tanning and curing, vellum
making, illuminating, binding, printing, etc.

Something that certainly strikes the eye when looking at
hand-bound Valencian books is the leather used. Although
calf and sheepskins are available, most binders here prefer
to use goatskin and it comes in such an astounding array
of colours, patterns and textures that those more attuned
to the traditional burgundies, tans, greens and black will
perhaps be affronted at first.

Jose Angel Alvarez has managed his own business since
1967, after studying four years with Don Julian Torres
(Madrid School) and an apprenticeship with Don Fernando
Garcia for a further three years. He has been President
of the Guild of Master Bookbinders of Valencia since 1989.

His clients are, for the most part, "off-the-street"
customers. Indeed, during our meeting, five or six people
came into the front office with family heirlooms to re-bind;
but he also caters to government departments, archives,
Iibraries and town councils. Except for very special
editions, no book is ever sewn by hand - he employs
the industrial sewing machine. In Valencia, a city of
744,000 inhabitants, there are thirty-seven operating
binderies, eight of which cater for the one-off
hand-finished work. It is interesting here to contemplate
on the fact that Spain - according to a recent survey of
developed nations - scores lowest in book buying and

reading. Only 24Vo, in fact, ever buy a book! Australia,
on the other hand, has one of the highest percentages,
yet I doubt if Sydney, a city of nearly four million, could
keep eight hand-craft binderies going, fully staffed, as

they do in Valencia.

A couple of interesting things going on in the workshop
while I was there were the gold tooling of leather in-laid
table and desk tops as a side-line, and the "deckling"of
page edges withablunt saw while text blocks were held
in a lying press.

I close with an old proverb discovered in Valencia:

Un libro abierto es un cerebro que habla
Cerrado, un amigo que espera

Olvidado, un alma que perdon4
Destruido, un corazon que ilora.

Translaled:

A book, open, is a brain that talks
Closed, a friend who waits
Forgotten, a soul that pardons,

Destroyed" a heart that cries.
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It is with great sadness that we record the sudden death,

on 5th June, of our dear friend and Guild Treasurer, Nick
Langley. A more gentle, kindly man would be hard to
find and we were so fortunate that, on retiring in 1984,

he chose bookbinding as a hobby and joined the Guild.

Of Hungarian birth, Nick arrived in Australia in 1949 as

a "displaced person" carrying few possessions but some

favourite books. His binding became a passion, but he

made sure there was time for Guild affairs and gave

MOROCCO BOUND

NICHOLAS LANGLEY

August 1993

unstintingly of his time and energy. ln the autobiographical
notes he contributed lo "Morocco Bowtd" on becoming
a committee member, he stated, "I fully appreciate the

manifold benefits offered by the Guild, its workshop and

our Journal, and would like to add my tithe to the common
effort which keeps it going."

I do hope he realised how very much we appreciated

his so-generous contributions.

MPPING PRESS REPAIR

- Bill Horton, Queensland

HERE AND THERE - From Across The Tasman

The Assocbtion of Book Crafts (New Zealand) is very much alive and well and centred in Auckland. The following
account of its history has been sent W the President, Jack O'Brien, with a warm invitation to our members to call
any of these contmittee members should they be in Auckland and homesick for the sight of a nipping press: fack
O'Brien, Pres. 521 2395, Pat Northey, Sec. 521 3856, or John Sansom,473 6865.

Some years ago I acquired an old, cast-iron, foolscap
(380 x 250mrn) office letter press, which I now use as a

nipping press. Unfortunately, the top (moving) platen was
poorly designed, being thin and with little reinforcing. It
had become bowed or saucer-shaped, not really
satisfactory for bookbinding (or any other) pressing. As
it was of cast-iron (or cast-steel), I believed that efforts
to flatten the platen would probably do it more harm
than good, possibly even breaking it completely.

A simple repair has made this unit a serviceable piece
of bindery equipment. A steel plate, 6mm (or % ") thick
and 380 x 25mm was obtained from a metal fabricator
(boiler shop). With the press opened the plate was placed
in position on the bottom platen, and the upper side
liberally coated with motor-body filler. The press was

then closed and screwed tight. The body filler worked
into any gaps between the upper (bent) platen and the

The Association of Book Crafts (New Zealand) had its
origin in a class held at the Hamilton Polytechnic Summer
School in January 1988. This class was conducted by
Peter Goodwin, chief bookbinder at the Auckland Public
Library, and included John Sansom. At the conclusion
of the course, these two, agreeing that much could be

done to stimulate interest in the craft, maintained contact,
and in May of that year circulated those attending the
Auckland Technical Institute course with aview to forming
an interest group.

The first meeting was held at John Sansom's home in
May 1988 with twelve attending, including five from the
Auckland course. Most expressed dfficulty in obtaining
equipment and materials. Ideas were exchanged and a
plan for two monthly meetings and periodic workshops,

new plate, then it was trimmed off neatly and left to
harden and cure.

The motor-body filler was obtained from a Target (or
any large hardware) store and was one of the two-part
mix epoxy-type compounds used for filling car body dents

and other metal repairs. The surfaces of the upper platen

and new steel plate were first cleaned of paint, rust, etc
that would prevent a good bond being formed. A sheet

of strong paper under the new plate also prevented
compound getting onto surfaces where it was not wanted.

The upper platen is now considerably snonger than it
was originally, is nice and flat and has given good service
over the last five or six years.

tutored by Peter Goodwin, evolved. These activities
prospered and by March 1989 membership had increased
to forty. A library and, most importantly, a materials supply
system was established with John sansom taking charge
of both.

During 1989 a liaison was established with other
organisations, principally the Association of Handcraft
Printers, with whom we now work very much in tandem,
and its Christmas "Wayzgoose" (the traditional p,rinters'
picnic) is now a joint function.

The last two years have favoured us with visits from
overseas binders of note. Enid Botham from Surrey, then
Faith Shannon, who conducted very successful courses

in Auckland. During Christmas, 1992, we had the pleasure
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of Arthur Johnson's company, frst at a formal meeting,

and on the following day in the relaxed atmosphere of
the Wayzgoose. In January 1993, we facilitated short

workshops by Claire Van Vliet and Bonnie Thompson
Norman who were visiting Auckland.

Membership now approaches the one hundred mark,
spread throughout New Zealand, and valuable contacts
have been made overseas. The supply of materials becomes
an evernore important part of our service and remains
in the capable hands of John Sansom. We still benefit
from the sound professional guidance of Peter Goodwin.
Next step, already underway, is to seek legal incorporation
of our Association.

-Jack O'Brien, Auckland, New Zealand

A PRECIS OF FIRST NATIONAL BOOI*VORKS
SYMPOSIUM, NZ, 1993

8th-17th January, 1993 - School of Art and Design, AII
Auckland.

Funded by Queen Elizabeth Arts Council of NZ and the
Auckland Savings Bank through the AIT Foundation.
Co-ordinated by Elizabeth Serjeant.

Participating Artists :

Bill Cumming
Lesley Rainer
Susan Jowsey
Judith Haswell
Heather Jean Bryhan
Christina Hellyar
Elizabeth Steiner
Trevor Pye
Claudia Bond Eyley
Michael O'Brien
Bonnie Thompson Norman
Rob Garrett
Virginia King
lude Graveson
Danielia Aleh
Sydney J. Shep
Helen Shamroth
Tara McLeod
Lindsoy Morlin
Elizabeth Serjeant
Claire van Vliet
John Denny

A collaborative book was made as part of the program.

Each participant contributed one folio with pencilled notes

on the back of one page to describe the concept and any
problems encountered with the production. Sections were
bound by having a wooden skewer (BBQ type) through
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the fold and held together at the top with a coil spring
and at the bottom fitted into a wooden base. The whole
fitted into a folded slip case of archival manila. The paper
used was a hand-made Moulin due Gue. Each contributor's
name was embossed at the foot of the page.

The participating artists were present by invitation. Public
lectures and slide shows ran for six evenings at the AIT.

'Paper for Books' Clair van Yliet. 'Califurnian Women
Printers qnd Bookma&ers' Bonnie Thompson Norman.
'Adrift -Typesetting in ModernTimes'Les Petersen. 'Ifte
Making of a Circus of Dr Lao' Claire van Yliet. 'The
Women's Graphic Centre Studio of the LA Women's
Building' Bonnie Thompson Norman. 'Artists Books in
New Zealand' Carole Shepheard.

CLNRE van VLIET
Canadian book designer, printer and illustrator, Claire,
who established the Janus Press in Vermont, USA, has
produced innovative and experimental work both by
herself and in collaboration with a number of American
authors and poets. She has created her own binding
techniques and worked with paper pulp imagery at
Twinrocker Paper Mill in Indiana, exhibiting and lecturing
extensively throughout North America. Her work was
included in the Art of the Book invitational artists book
show, Academy of Fine Arts, Wellington, NZ, in 1990.

BONNIE THOMPSON NORMAN
Director of Los Angeles Women's Building Press,
Pasadena, CA, USA. Previously Assistant Curator at
Gruenwald Centre for the Graphic Arts UCLA. Bonnie,
who began printing with Susan King, has completed
several collaborative commissions with Cheri Gaulke for
the LA Museum of Contemporary Art. Her work is

included in Cross Currents Pacific Rim Bookworks Exhibit
(Curator was Judith Hoffberg, LA) and the Art of the

Book invitational artists book show, National Academy
of Fine Arts, Wellington, NZ, 1990. Bonnie also has her

own press "The Windowpane Press".

LES PETERSEN
A New Zealander presently living in Canberra, Aushalia,
Les is Projects Director of Raft Press, which specialises
in collaborative publications. He will introduce the concept
of an international bookwork project planned for 1995.

CAROLE SHEPHEARD
A New T,ealand multi-media artist, Carole has done much

to promote the profile of the Artists Book in New Zealand.

She has received numerous awards and commissions and

currently holds the position of Lecturer of Printmaking
at Elam School of Fine Arts, Auckland.
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